
 

 

 

 

Woodworm Cruise 



Parts List 

 

1. Free Wheel with 

Rear Hub 

2. Fenders 

3. Fender Stay 

4. Quick Release 

5. Saddle 

6. Seat Post 

7. Handlebars 

8. Grips 

9. Handlebar Stem 

10.  Front Brake 

11.  Front Wheel 

12.  Crank 

13.  Chain 

14.  Kick Stand 

15.  Pedal 

16.  Front Fork 

17. Valve 

18.  Chainguard 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Handlebar Assembly 

 

1. Open the handlebar stem using the Allen key provided 

 

 

2. Place the handlebars inside the stem fitting and tighten the screws using the 

Allen Key. 

 

  



3. Now insert the handlebar stem into the neck ensuring that it passes the minimum 

insertion mark. 

 

4. Now fasten the handlebars in place using the Allen key. 

 

 

  



Front Wheel Assembly 

1. Make sure the brakes are loose enough to allow the wheel to pass through the 

brake pads easily. 

2. Place the wheel into the fork dropouts. 

3. Install the Retaining Washers with the raised lip pointed towards the fork and 

insert into the small hole of the fork blade. Note: Some bikes may have step 

retaining washers in place of the retaining washer. If so, install the step retaining 

washer with the raised portion sliding into the fork dropouts. 

4. Install the Alex Nut and tighten, make sure that the wheel is centred between the 

fork and the brakes. 

5. Spin the wheel to make sure that it is centred and clears the brake shoes. 

Tighten the brakes if necessary. 

6. Turn the Woodworm Cruise upright using the kickstand to support it. 
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Brake System AssemblyBrake System AssemblyBrake System AssemblyBrake System Assembly    

1. Position the Woodworm Cruise as pictured below and remove the fork brace.  

 

 

  



2. Using the spanner, loosen the nut on the front brake to allow enough room 

between the brake pads for the front wheel to slide between. 

 

 
 

3. Firmly insert the wheel between the front forks so that it rests securely in place. 

Replace the Tab washers, Axle nuts and fasten securely, ensuring that the Tab 

washers are located in the holes provided. Using the spanner, re-tighten the nut 

on the front brake to secure the front brake cable. Brake pads should be 

between1.5-2.0mm away from the rim. 

 

 

 



 

4. While holding the shoe against the rim, adjust the amount of shoe protrusion by 

interchanging the position of the B washers so that dimension A is kept at 39mm 

or more. 

 

 

 

5. While holding the shoe against the rim, tighten the Shoe Fixing Nut. 

6. Pass the inner cable through the inner cable lead, set the cable with a clearance 

of 1mm between each brake pad and the rim, and tighten the Cable Fixing Bolt. 

7. Adjust the balance with the Spring Tension Adjustment Screws. 

8. Depress the brake lever about 10 times as far as the grip can go to check that 

everything is operational and that the shoe clearance is correct. 



 

         

  



Saddle Assembly & Connection 

1. If not already attached, firmly push the narrow end of the Seat Post into the hole 

on the underside of the saddle and tighten using the quick release. 

 

2. Now lower the Seat Post into the frame and secure using the quick release. 

NOTE: The minimum insertion mark must not be visible 

 



Pedal Attachment 

Note: The pedals and cranks are labelled L for left and R for right (riding position) 

WARNING: Attempting to attach the wrong pedal will result in damage to the 

thread. 

1. Ensuring that you are inserting the pedals on the correct side, stand your 

Woodworm Cruise in an upright position, then screw each pedal by hand into the 

cranks and tighten using the spanner.  

NOTE: The Left Pedal must be fitted anti-clockwise while the Right Pedal must be 

fitted clockwise. 

 

AdjustmentAdjustmentAdjustmentAdjustment    & Checking& Checking& Checking& Checking    
    

1. Keeping your Woodworm Cruise in the upright position, stand with a leg either 

side of the front wheel, holding the wheel firmly in position. Loosen the 

handlebars using the Allen Key and adjust to a height that is comfortable. The 

mid-section of the handlebars must be aligned with the front wheel. Tighten into 

place. 

2. Now sit on your Woodworm Cruise to gauge a suitable position for use. The ideal 

height will allow your toes to comfortably touch the ground. 

3. To adjust the position of the saddle, loosen the nut on the main unit situated at 

the bottom of the seat post to adjust and tighten. 



 

NOTE:  The minimum insertion mark must not be visible 

 

4. Before riding your Woodworm Cruise for the first time, ensure the brakes are in 

working condition, gently roll your Woodworm Cruise back and forth and test that 

each brake works. 

5. When sitting on your Woodworm Cruise with your hands on the handle bars, your 

left brake lever operates the rear brake system and your right brake lever 

operates the front brake system. 

6. To obtain the best performance from your Woodworm Cruiser, check the tyre 

pressure by squeezing each tyre before use. The tyres should feel firm, but if 

necessary pump air into them.  

 

 

  



Maintenance Advice 
 

It is extremely important that your bike is checked and serviced at regular 

intervals to ensure its reliability and safety to ride. 

Cleaning and lubrication also forms an important tool in the proper maintenance of your 

bike and this is covered in more detail immediately after this section. 

 

Before each ride the following must be checked: 

• When you are riding, please use a bicycle helmet for your safety. 

• Set reflectors on your bicycle for possible national legal requirements when you 

ride on the public road. 

• The maximum total weight is 100kg. (bicycle +rider +luggage) 

• Ensure wheels are tightly secured. 

• Tyres are inflated to correct pressure (indicated on side-wall of tyre). Also check 

condition of tyres for cuts etc. (Note: It is a good idea to carry a puncture repair 

kit or spare inner tube, tyre levers and pump with you). 

• Handlebar, stem and headset locknut are tight and that the steering turns 

smoothly. 

• Brakes: squeeze levers to ensure sufficient pressure can be applied without the 

lever touching the handlebars. Also ensure brake blocks are aligned correctly 

with the rims and the brake blocks are not badly worn. 

• Ensure brake cables are not frayed at the end. 

• Wheels are running true by spinning them. Also check that mudguards, if fitted, 

are correctly adjusted at this time. 

• The height of the seat can be adjusted from 650mm to 1020mm. The vertical 

distance from the ground to the top of the seat surface, measured with the seat in 

a horizontal position and with the seat-pillar set to the minimum insertion depth. 

 

After long or hard rides or at least every month of regular use – Check same 

points as above and the following: 

• Clean, degrease and lubricate your bike. 

• Crank, bottom bracket fittings and pedals are tight. 

• Tyre wear and general condition for cuts, glass, thorn etc. 

• Spokes are not loose or broken. These need to be attended to before the bike 

can be ridden again. 



Maintenance every 9 monthsMaintenance every 9 monthsMaintenance every 9 monthsMaintenance every 9 months    
    

The following checks should be done every 9 months: 

• Tyres for wear and replace if necessary. 

• Brake tracks on rims are not badly worn, also clean and degrease. 

• Brake levers, brake adjusters, brake cable and nipple attached to levers are in 

good condition and without signs of wear. 

• Brakes and brake blocks to be replaced if any sign of wear is evident. 

• Replace chain wheel teeth, especially if it is an alloy chain wheel and the same if 

the chain wheel ring is used most of the time. Worn chain wheels can 

significantly affect gear changing. 

• Check chain for wear and stiff links, clean and re-grease chain and replace if 

necessary. 

• Cranks are attached securely. 

• Front shifter and rear derailleur for wear and also check the rear derailleur and 

jockey wheel that this still remains straight. 

• Bottom bracket fittings for wear and disassemble and re-grease or replace if 

required. 

• Headset moves smoothly when turning the wheel, also check sideways 

movement by applying the front brake and try rocking the bike back and forth. If 

any movement is found, the headset may need cleaning, adjusting and re 

greasing or the bearing may need replacing or even a complete new headset 

may need fitting. 

If in doubt about any of the above points, always contact a bike dealer or qualified 

mechanic. 

Please note the above points are suggestions, frequent and heavy use of your 

bike such as off road riding will require more frequent maintenance. 

 

  



Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended TTTTightening of Fasteners ightening of Fasteners ightening of Fasteners ightening of Fasteners     

• Handlebar: 200kgf.cm 

• Handlebar stem: 200kgf.cm 

• Saddle and pillar: 200kgf.cm 

• Wheel: 300kgf.cm 

• Quick release mechanism: 200kgf.cm 

    

Adjusting the BrakesAdjusting the BrakesAdjusting the BrakesAdjusting the Brakes    

• Your brakes are already fine-tuned by the manufacturer. However, it is still 

important to check that when you squeeze the levers hard, they do not touch the 

handlebar. If they do, you can adjust the brakes by tuning the brake cable-

adjusting barrel anti-clockwise. After adjustment, turn the lock nut hard clockwise. 

If the brakes still fail the check, have your dealer check them. 

Spare Parts AssemblySpare Parts AssemblySpare Parts AssemblySpare Parts Assembly    

Tyre and Tube        

• Pump up the tube slightly. Slip one edge of the tyre into the rim. Push the tube's 

valve into the rim's hole and then, starting from the valve, push the tube inside 

the tyre. Make sure the valve stem is upright and the tube isn't twisted. 

• Begin to place the second edge of the tyre onto the rim. (Only about 75 percent 

of the tyre will go on easily, the rest needs to be coaxed onto the rim). For really 

stubborn tyres, use tyre levers to lever the tyre on slowly, making sure not to 

pinch the tube.  

• When completed, pump a bit more air into the tube to check that it isn't caught 

and the tyre is properly seated on the rim. Once satisfied, you can inflate the tyre 

fully. 

Brake Block Holder  

• After removing the old brake block, which can be done by simply unscrewing the 

nut on the block anti-clockwise and taking away the old brake block, put the new 

brake block in the screw halfway.  

• Adjust the block height and angle in relation to the rim. Make sure when you use 

the brake, the brake blocks contact the center of the rim, and that they are 

parallel to the rim. 



• Adjust the distance between both brake blocks and the rim to allow 1mm of 

space each side to allow the w

• After above adjustments, secure the nut tight.

Chain 

• The chain must be kept clean and frequently lubricated in order to extend its life 

as long as possible. It will require replacement if it 

inefficient gear shifting. Make sure that there are no shift links, they must all 

move freely. 

• The chain should be lubricated with light oil at least on

wet, muddy, or dusty conditions. Take care to wipe off excess oil, and not to get 

oil on the tyres or the rim surface.

Adjustment and Replacement 

• Loosen the rear axle nuts and move the wheel forward to loosen, or backward to 

tighten, in the frame. 

When correctly adjusted, the chain should have approximately 10mm of vertical 

movement when checked in the center between the chain wheel and the rear sprocket. 

Center the wheel in the frame and retighten the axle nuts after any adjustment. 

• Bicycles which have a single speed freewheel, coaster hub broken or 3

hub generally uses a wider type ch

chains can be disconnected by way of a special U

pried off of the master link with a screwdriver. 

• To replace, feed the chain around the chain wheel and rear U

plate. Make sure the open and of the U

approaches the chain wheel when pedaling forward.

Adjust the distance between both brake blocks and the rim to allow 1mm of 

space each side to allow the wheel to rotate freely. 

After above adjustments, secure the nut tight. 

The chain must be kept clean and frequently lubricated in order to extend its life 

as long as possible. It will require replacement if it stretches breaks or causes 

r shifting. Make sure that there are no shift links, they must all 

The chain should be lubricated with light oil at least once a month, or after use in 

wet, muddy, or dusty conditions. Take care to wipe off excess oil, and not to get 

rim surface. 

Adjustment and Replacement  

Loosen the rear axle nuts and move the wheel forward to loosen, or backward to 

When correctly adjusted, the chain should have approximately 10mm of vertical 

d in the center between the chain wheel and the rear sprocket. 

Center the wheel in the frame and retighten the axle nuts after any adjustment. 

 

Bicycles which have a single speed freewheel, coaster hub broken or 3

hub generally uses a wider type chain than derailleur geared bicycles. These 

chains can be disconnected by way of a special U-shape joining link that can be 

pried off of the master link with a screwdriver.  

To replace, feed the chain around the chain wheel and rear U-shaped snap

Make sure the open and of the U-shaped plate is trailing as the link 

approaches the chain wheel when pedaling forward. 

Adjust the distance between both brake blocks and the rim to allow 1mm of 

The chain must be kept clean and frequently lubricated in order to extend its life 

breaks or causes 

r shifting. Make sure that there are no shift links, they must all 

month, or after use in 

wet, muddy, or dusty conditions. Take care to wipe off excess oil, and not to get 

Loosen the rear axle nuts and move the wheel forward to loosen, or backward to 

When correctly adjusted, the chain should have approximately 10mm of vertical 

d in the center between the chain wheel and the rear sprocket. 

Center the wheel in the frame and retighten the axle nuts after any adjustment.  

 

Bicycles which have a single speed freewheel, coaster hub broken or 3-speed 

ain than derailleur geared bicycles. These 

shape joining link that can be 

shaped snap-on 

shaped plate is trailing as the link 



Warning: The Woodworm Cruise is not designed for off road use or stunts. 

Periodic Frame and Joint InspectionsPeriodic Frame and Joint InspectionsPeriodic Frame and Joint InspectionsPeriodic Frame and Joint Inspections    
    

Every twelve months, check the frame, fork and suspension, as with all mechanical 

components the bicycle is subjected to wear and high stresses. Different materials and 

components can react to wear, stress or fatigue in different ways. If the design life of a 

component has been exceeded, it may suddenly fail, possibly causing injuries to the 

rider. Any form of crack, scratches or change of coloring in highly stressed areas 

indicate that the life of the component has been reached and it should be replaced. 
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